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Atlas of Transnasal EsophagoscopyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Written by leaders in the emerging area of transnasal esophagoscopy (TNE), this full-color atlas is the first comprehensive how-to reference on this technology. The authors define the indications for the procedure, provide step-by-step instructions on technique, and describe the full range of anatomy and pathology seen during TNE...
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Text Atlas of Podiatric DermatologyCRC Press, 2001


	For many years there has been a very positive link between podiatry and clinical dermatology, but unfortunately they largely

	remain apart in most medical cultures, both in training and in practice. Where they have begun to overlap in the clinical

	treatment of foot dermatological problems the benefits rapidly become obvious to those...
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From Signals to Colours: A Case-based Atlas of Electroanatomic Mapping in Complex Atrial arrhythmiasSpringer, 2007

	What is a complex case? Although the concept of what is complex may be personal, there is a

	common sense of complexity in electrophysiology. In most cases, a complex case involves a patient

	who comes or is referred after a single or multiple unsuccessful procedures in other centres and is

	still suffering from the same or a similar...
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Musculoskeletal Sonography: Technique, Anatomy, Semeiotics and Pathological Findings in Rheumatic DiseasesSpringer, 2007

	This book elucidates on the examination technique, the sonographic changes in musculoskeletal rheumatic involvement and the ultrasound assessment of joint rheumatic diseases. The atlas is enriched with several figures, in which the US picture is compared with that of conventional radiography, CT and MRI. It provides a unique collection of...
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Color Atlas of Infective EndocarditisSpringer, 2005

	Infective endocarditis is a life-threatening diseasewith substantial

	morbidity and mortality (20% or more) despite

	improved techniques to aid diagnosis and modern antibiotics

	and surgical therapies. It affects individuals with

	underlying structural cardiac defects who develop bacteremia,

	often as a result of dental,...
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Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery: A Practical Guide to Anatomy and TechniquesSpringer, 2009
Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery is a beautifully illustrated atlas describing the 18 most widely accepted minimally invasive procedures in spine surgery. Written by leaders in both neurologic and orthopedic spine surgery, this book offers the most up-to-date material and the broadest perspective on the subject. Procedures range from...
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SolarWinds Server & Application Monitor: Deployment and AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2013

	An intuitive guide to implementing and calibrating SolarWinds Server & Application Monitor with minimum hassle


	Overview

	
		Configure network monitoring services on servers and devices
	
		Populate SolarWinds SAM with network nodes and tailor it to your environment
	
		Design a live...
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Pocket Atlas of Human Anatomy: Based on the International Nomenclature (Thieme flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2000

	This edition incorporates the most recent update of the Nomina anatomica, giving the accepted anatomic terms in English and Latin. A reference source providing a systematic overview of anatomy through the use of international nomenclature and illustrations.
...
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Clinical Ultrasound in Benign Proctology: 2-D and 3-D Anal, Vaginal and Transperineal TechniquesSpringer, 2006

	2-D and 3-D anal ultrasound are among the most recent and advanced tools available for both the diagnosis and the management of anorectal diseases. They are neither expensive nor harmful for the patients and progressively replaced anal mapping with EMG electrodes for the diagnosis of sphincter's defects and anismus, which represents...
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Beginning Ajax with ASP.NETWrox Press, 2006
Ajax has the power to revolutionize the way web-based applications are designed. This book provides you with a thorough working knowledge of what Ajax has to offer and how to take full advantage of it in your application development.
    

    Following an exploration of how Ajax works with .NET, you'll get acquainted with DHTML, the...
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Professional Ajax, 2nd Edition (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Professional Ajax 2nd Edition provides a developer-level tutorial of Ajax techniques, patterns, and use cases. The book begins by exploring the roots of Ajax, covering how the evolution of the web and new technologies directly led to the development of Ajax techniques. A detailed discussion of how frames, JavaScript, cookies, XML, and XMLHttp...
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Pocket Atlas of Echocardiography (Flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2005

	In diagnostic cardiology, the usefulness and effectiveness of state-of-the-art echocardiography is unsurpassed. This handy atlas includes all of the information you need to navigate the numerous imaging planes that transect the heart with ease and confidence.
	
		Key Features:

	
		- More than 400 illustrations, including,...
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